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Sound equalization in a large region of a rectangular
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The work presented by Santilla´n @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 1989–1997~2001!# about equalization
at low frequencies in rectangular enclosures is extended, and topics that remained unaddressed in
the original study are treated in this paper. A modification is introduced to the original cost function
that leads to a least-squares problem formulation that demonstrates increased robustness, and the
multiple-error LMS ~Least Mean Square! adaptive algorithm is employed to approximate the
coefficients of the equalization filters to their optimum values. Other issues studied in this paper
include the dependence of the limits of the zone of equalization on factors such as the damping
constant of the modes of the enclosure, the number of sources, and the driving frequency. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1819500#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.60.Pt, 43.60.Mn@NX# Pages: 3271–3274

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of equalization in room acoustics is to com-
pensate for the undesired modification that a particular en-
closure introduces to signals as, for example, audio or
speech. Traditional multichannel methods introduce digital
filters to preprocess the input signal before it is fed to a set of
loudspeakers so that the spectral coloration and the rever-
beration tail associated with the transmission path are re-
moved and the obtainable signals at a set of receiving points
are the best approximations to a set of desired signals.1 Such
techniques exhibit a high performance exactly at the receiv-
ing points, but the zone where equalization can be performed
is limited to small areas in the vicinity of the points.2

The problems that traditional equalization methods face
were overcome in Santilla´n’s approach.3 In this work a plane
wave moving along a rectangular enclosure was generated in
order to equalize the sound field at low frequencies in a
continuous three-dimensional region that occupied almost
the complete volume of the enclosure. Theoretical results
showed that the generation of a traveling plane wave is pos-
sible within a rectangular enclosure provided that sets of
sources are arranged in the two walls that are perpendicular
to the direction of propagation. The traditional least-squares
approximation has been employed to estimate the coeffi-
cients of FIR filters for the equalization of broadband
signals.3

However, some issues remained unaddressed in the
original study, and thus the purpose of this paper is to extend

the previous work and discuss some matters more thoroughly
on the basis of simulation and experimental results.

II. EQUALIZATION OF HARMONIC SOUND FIELDS

A. Problem formulation and optimum solution

In the work by Santilla´n3 the optimum strengths of the
sources for the equalization of a harmonic sound field by
simulating a propagating plane wave are obtained according
to the multiple point method4 by minimizing the mean-
squared error at a number of receivers distributed in the zone
of equalization. However, under certain conditions this least-
squares formulation fails to provide a solution or provides
one that lacks robustness.

A more robust solution for the optimum strengths of the
sources can be obtained by including a term proportional to
the effort of the sound sources in the cost function. Minimi-
zation of this modified cost function is guaranteed to provide
a solution in all cases, although it increases the minimum
value of the cost function and thus in general makes the
solution slightly less perfect. Furthermore, since in practice
the strengths of the sources are approximated to their optimal
values by using an adaptive algorithm such as, for example,
the multiple-error LMS algorithm,5 this modification ensures
convergence. In the following section simulation results are
presented to support this.

B. Simulation results

1. An ill-conditioned system

The purpose of the first simulation is to demonstrate the
different performance of the cost function used by Santilla´n3

and the modified cost function proposed in this study when
the system is ill-conditioned. The enclosure considered in the
simulation is rectangular, with dimensionsLx52.7 m, Ly
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55 m, andLz52.5 m. All modes with a natural frequency
up to 1 kHz are used to simulate the sound pressure. Thirty-
two sources and 36 receivers are considered placed as de-
scribed by Santilla´n.3 The driving frequency is 200 Hz and a
damping constant with value equal to 0.01 for all the modes
is assumed.

The transfer function matrix that results from the ar-
rangement of sources and receivers described above is rank
deficient, and thus the least-squares formulation proposed by
Santillán3 does not have a numerically stable solution. How-
ever, the cost function with effort weighting leads to a for-
mulation that provides a stable solution. With the LMS adap-
tive formulation of the cost function without effort weighting
there are some modes with infinite time constants, since the
transfer function matrix is rank deficient. The inclusion of
the effort weighting in the definition of the cost function
compensates for the rank deficiency and ensures that there
are no such modes.

2. Limits of the zone of equalization

According to Santilla´n’s study3 the zone of equalization,
defined as the continuous three-dimensional region of the
enclosure where the deviations of the sound pressure from
the desired value are within63 dB, is constantly limited to
be 0.6 m away from the two parallel walls where the sources
are placed. This limit is a conservative estimate for most
practical cases, and thus the dependence of this restriction on
factors like the damping constant of the modes of the enclo-
sure, the number of sources, and the driving frequency calls
for further examination.

From simulation results it can be concluded that the lim-
its of the zone of equalization depend on all three factors,
i.e., the number of sources, the driving frequency, and the
damping constant of the modes of the enclosure. In practical
cases where a finite number of sources is used the zone of
equalization will be limited with respect to the walls where
the sources are placed, and the distance of the limits from
these walls will be proportional to the driving frequency and
inversely proportional to the number of the sources. Further-
more, the results of simulations show that in general damp-
ing tends to limit the zone of equalization further.

III. EQUALIZATION OF BROADBAND SOUND FIELDS

A. Problem formulation and optimum solution

As shown by Santilla´n, it is possible to equalize a broad-
band signal in a large region in a rectangular room by gen-
erating a traveling plane wave.3 In his study, equalization of
a broadband signal was performed by FIR equalization filters
whose coefficients were determined by minimization of the
expectation of the sum of squared errors at a number of
receivers distributed in the zone of equalization.6 However,
as in the case of harmonic sound-field equalization, this
least-squares formulation may fail to provide a solution for
certain arrangements of sources and receivers.

The introduction of a term proportional to the sum of the
squared equalization coefficients to the cost function results
in a least-squares formulation of increased robustness and, as
in the case of the adaptive implementation for the equaliza-

tion of a single-tone sound field, the convergence stability of
the LMS formulation of the modified cost function is guar-
anteed.

B. Experimental results

Experimental results have been obtained in a rectangular
enclosure constructed of 22-mm MDF fiberboard with inter-
nal dimensionsLx51.2 m, Ly52 m, and Lz50.2 m. For
simplicity the enclosure was much smaller in one dimension
than in the other two, so that the resulting sound field is
two-dimensional in the frequency range considered. Two
holes were made on each side perpendicular to they axis
~the direction of the traveling wave!, and two 5-in. loud-
speakers were placed in a line atz50.1 m with their respec-
tive centers positioned atx50.3 m andx50.9 m in each
line. Thus, a total of four sources was used. According to the
specification provided by the manufacturer~Vifa-Speak! the
loudspeakers have a flat frequency response in the frequency
range from about 140 Hz up to approximately 2 kHz. Holes
were also made in one of the large sides of the enclosure, and
five 9.7-mm electret microphones were distributed within the
enclosure in three lines parallel to thex axis, with two mi-
crophones in each of the two first lines and a single micro-
phone in the last one. The number of microphones was lim-
ited by the memory of the available DSP board. The first line
of microphones was positioned aty50.6 m, and the distance
between adjacent microphones was 0.43 and 0.8 m in they-
and x direction, respectively. Since the sound field in the
frequency range of interest should be practically independent
of the z direction, all the microphones were placed in a
single plane atz50 m. In order to measure the sound pres-
sure at various points in the enclosure, 19 holes were evenly
made in one side of the enclosure along they direction.
Thus, by traversing a 9.7-mm electret microphone to 13
evenly spaced positions along thex axis (x50 to 1.2 m! in
each of the 19 holes the sound pressure could be measured at
247 positions in the enclosure.

The input signal was random noise generated and band-
pass filtered in the frequency range from 100 Hz up to 300
Hz by the Brüel & Kjær PULSE system and additionally
low-pass filtered by an analog filter with a cutoff frequency
of 310 Hz. The input signal was then amplified, and passed
through an A/D converter before it was fed to the DSP board.
Each of the signals from the microphones was amplified by
amplifiers that were adjusted so that each channel had the
same sensitivity, passed through an A/D converter, and then
transferred to the DSP board. The signals to drive the loud-
speakers were generated in the DSP board, passed through a
D/A converter, amplified, and then fed to the loudspeakers.
Analog antialising filters with a cutoff frequency of 400 Hz
were also used to low-pass filter the amplified signals from
the microphones, and analog reconstruction filters with a cut-
off frequency of 400 Hz were used to low-pass filter the
output signals of the DSP before they were fed to the ampli-
fiers and loudspeakers. The card with the A/D converter, the
card with the D/A converter, and the DSP board were housed
in a Pentium 233-MHz PC. The DSP board was manufac-
tured by Loughborough Sound Images Ltd. and had imple-
mented a Motorola DSP 96002 processor with a 33.3-MHz
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clock frequency. The A/D converter was a 32-channel analog
acquisition card, and the D/A converter was a 16-channel
analog output card, both manufactured by Loughborough
Sound Images Ltd.

The impulse responses of the transmission paths be-
tween the loudspeakers and the microphones were repre-
sented by FIR filters with 150 coefficients, estimated by the
multiple-error LMS algorithm implemented as an identifica-
tion algorithm. Once the identification was completed the
coefficients of the identification FIR filters were kept fixed
and the equalization process began. The equalization filters
were FIR filters with 60 coefficients. The sampling fre-
quency was 1600 Hz, and the propagating plane wave was
generated by applying delays of 20 samples to obtain the
desired signal for the two receivers in the first line and ad-
ditional delays of two samples for the receivers in the fol-
lowing lines. These two sample delays correspond to the
time that the propagating wave requires to travel from each
line of receivers to the next.

The results obtained for the equalization of the broad-
band sound field by the multiple-error LMS implementation
of the modified cost function are illustrated in Fig. 1 at four

positions in the enclosure, along with the unequalized fre-
quency responses obtained by exciting the enclosure with the
loudspeaker placed at~0.3, 0, 0.1! m. The frequency re-
sponses at the four positions correspond to the location of a
microphone used in the equalization, a point within the zone
of equalization, a point just outside the zone of equalization,
and a point far from the zone of equalization. It can be seen
that the frequency responses are improved at all positions
after the equalization. The peaks and dips of the original
frequency responses are removed and practically flat re-
sponses are obtained in the frequency range of interest. Even
at the point far from the zone of equalization a reasonably
flat response is obtained after the equalization almost in the
entire frequency range of concern. Similar results have been
obtained at other positions in the enclosure. The spatial dis-
tribution of the sound pressure in the 200-Hz, one-third-
octave band before and after the broadband sound field
equalization is shown in Fig. 2. The sound pressure before
the equalization was obtained by exciting the enclosure with
the source placed at~0.3, 0, 0.1! m. It can be seen that the
equalization removed the spatial fluctuations almost in the
entire volume of the enclosure, and thus considerably im-

FIG. 1. Frequency responses before~- -! and after~ ! equalization at the points~a! ~0.2, 1.03, 0.1! m; ~b! ~0.4, 1.1, 0.1! m; ~c! ~1.0, 1.6, 0.1! m; and~d!
~0.6, 0, 0.1! m corresponding to the location of a microphone used in the equalization, a point within the zone of equalization, a point just outside the zone
of equalization, and a point far from the zone of equalization.
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proved the spatial distribution of the sound field.
To examine the robustness of the adaptive implementa-

tion of the modified cost function in the presence of model-
ing errors, three additional holes were made at the points
~0.2, 0.63, 0! m, ~0.23, 1.46, 0! m, and~1, 1.49, 0! m, and the
three microphones originally placed at~0.2, 0.6, 0! m, ~0.2,
1.46, 0! m, and~1, 1.46, 0! m were moved at these positions
after the identification and before the equalization process.
Two of these new positions were shifted from the original

positions along the direction of the wave propagation, while
the last one was shifted in thex direction. It should be noted
that this type of error corresponds to the worst case of model
uncertainties.7 By proper adjustment the multiple-error LMS
implementation of the modified cost function was found to
be stable, and the results obtained for the equalization of the
broadband sound field were similar to the ones presented
above.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As shown theoretically by Santilla´n,3 the most efficient
way to equalize the sound pressure in a large region in a
room is to generate a plane propagating wave. This work
supplements Santilla´n’s simulation study; the method has
been examined experimentally, and several issues that re-
mained unaddressed in the original study have been treated
in this paper. The modification that is introduced to the origi-
nal cost function leads to a least-squares problem formula-
tion that is guaranteed to provide a solution, and the
multiple-error LMS adaptive formulation that is based on the
modified cost function has been shown to alleviate problems
concerning convergence stability and convergence speed that
can occur in the adaptive implementation of the original cost
function. Also, it has been shown that in the practical case
where a finite number of sources is used the zone of equal-
ization will be limited with respect to the walls where the
sources are placed, and the distance of the limits from these
walls will be proportional to the driving frequency and in-
versely proportional to the number of the sources.
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